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AN EXTENSION OF THE HAUSDORFF-TOEPLITZ THEOREM

ON THE NUMERICAL RANGE

YLK-HOI AU-YEUNG AND NAM-KTU TSING

Abstract. Let Hn be the set of all n X n hermitian matrices and Un the set of

all n x n unitary matrices. For any c = (ci,..., cn) € Rn and Ai, A2, A3 € Xn,

let W (A , A :, A ) denote the set

{(tr[c]L/A1C/*,tr[c]L/A2L/*,tr[c]L/A3L/*): U~€ Un),

where [c] is the diagonal matrix with ci,..., cn as diagonal entries. In this

present note, the authors prove that if n > 2, then Wc(Ai, A2,A.3) is always

convex. Equivalent statements of this result, in terms of definiteness and

inclusion relations, are also given. These results extend the theorems of

Hausdorff-Toeplitz, Finsler and Westwick on numerical ranges, respectively.

1. Introduction. Let Mn be the set of all n X n (complex) hermitian matrices

and Un the set of all n x n unitary matrices. For any c = (ci,...,c„) E Rn and

Ai,...,i4p € Un, let Wc{Alt...,Ap) = {(tt[c]UA1U*,...,tr[cpApU*): U E Un},
where 'tr' means the trace and [c] is the diagonal matrix with ci,..., cn as diagonal

entries. In the 1910's Toeplitz and Hausdorff [12, 10] proved (in an equivalent

form) that Wc(Ai,A2) is convex for c = (1,0,...,0). In the 1960's Halmos [9]

conjectured and Berger [3] proved that if k coordinates of c are 1 and the rest

are 0, then Wc(Ai,A2) is convex. In the 1970's, it was Westwick [13] who proved

that W^Ai/Az) is convex for any c E Rn (for another proof see Poon [11]). By

using a result of Bohnenblust [4] (see Friedland and Loewy [7] for another proof)

it is not difficult to see (for example, see [1]) that Wc(Ai,..., Ap) is convex for c =

(1,0,...,0), p = 3 and n > 2 and this result is best possible in the sense that the

result fails to hold if p > 3 or n = 2. As from Toeplitz- Hausdorff to Westwick it is

quite natural to ask whether Wc(Alt A2, A3) is convex for n > 2 and for any c E Rn.

In this note, we shall give an affirmative answer to this question.

2. Convexity of Wc(Ai,A2,A3). For any b, c E Rn, we write b « c if there is

a doubly-stochastic matrix D (i.e. D is nonnegative and all row sums and column

sums are equal to 1) such that b = cD. The proof of the following lemma is similar

to that of Theorem 1 in [2], although there we consider only the case p = 2.

Lemma 1. For anyc = (ci,...,cn)E R™ and for anyAi, ... ,AP 6 #n, the following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) Wc(Ai,..., Ap) is convex.

(ii) If (ri,... ,rp) ERP \Wc(Ai,... ,Ap), then there exist ai,...,apER such that

to[[c]ul X) otjAj \U*\ > £ ajrj,   for all U E Un.
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(iii) If (ri,. ..,rp)E Rp\Wc(Ai,... ,AP), then there exist ai,. ..,ap E R such that

n p

J2 c*x<7« > Yl afrJ>
i=l j=l

for ail o E Sn, where Xi,..., Xn are the eigenvalues of 2?=»i ajAj and Sn is

the permutation group of order n.

(iv) Wb(Ai,..., Ap) c Wc(Ai, ...,AP) for all b « c.

An n X n doubly-stochastic matrix Q = (qifi) is called a pinching matrix if for

some 1 < k < I < n and 0 < p < 1,

>, iî(i,j) = (k,k)oT(l,l),

l-ß,    if(i,j) = (k,l) or (l, k),

1, ifî =j 7a k, I,

ß, otherwise.

The following lemma is well known (for example, see [8]).

Lemma 2.   For any b, c E Rn, we have b « c if and only ifb = cQ where Q is a

finite product of pinching matrices.

The idea used in the proof of the following theorem has been used in [2].

Theorem.   If cE Rn, Ai, A2, A3 E Un and n > 2, then the following conditions

hold:
(i) Wc(Ai,A2,As) is convex,

(ii) If{ri,r2,r3) E R3 \Wc(Ai,A2,A3), then there exist ai, a2, a3 E R such that

for all U E Un-

(iii) 7/(ri,r2,r3)GR3\14/c(Ai,A2,A3); then there existai, a2, a3 E R such that

n 3

E CAa(1) >  51 aÚrÍ>
i=\ j=l

ISfor all a E Sn, where Xi,... ,Xn are the eigenvalues of Y^,j=i ®jAj and Sn

the permutation group of order n.

(iv) Wb(Ai,A2,A3) C Wc(Ai,A2,A3) for all b « c.

Proof.  By Lemmas 1 and 2, it suffices to prove that

Wb(Ai,A2,A3)EWc(Ai,A2,A3),

where
bk = pck + (i.-p)ci,

bl = (l-p)ck+pcl,

hi = a   for allí 7e k, I,

for some 1 < k < I < n and 0 < p < 1.   We may also assume, without loss of

generality, that (k, I) = (1,2). Let A„ denote the set of all (ordered) orthonormal
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bases in Cn. Then Wc(Ai,A2,A3) is equal to the set

!( n n n \ i
^c¿xíAix*,^cIxíA2X*,^cIx1A3x* J: (xi,...,x„) E An >.

\i=l t=l i=l J J

Let (ri,r2,r3)e Wb(Ai,A2,A3). Then there is (ei,.. .,en) E An such that

n

7j = 2_, bielAjei
i=l

n

= 5(61 + 62)(eiAj-eî + e2A.,e*) + ±(&i - &2)(eiAje* - ezA^) + ¿ b^Arf
1=3

for j = 1,2,3. For any 6, <f> E R and (xi,...,xn) £ A„, define yi = cos 0Xi +

sin 0e*v^x2, 2/2 = — sin#xi + cos9e<t>s^^x2 and y¿ = x¿ for all i > 3. Then

(yi,---,yn)EAn and for; = 1,2,3,

n

■     ^2 clylAjy* = \(ci + c2)(xiAjx\ + x2A,X2)
¿=i

+ \(ci — c2)[pj cos 29 + sin 28(qj cos </> + Sj sin </>)]

T" /     CíXi/íjX^

i=3

where

Pj = XiAjxl — x2AjX2,   qj = 2Re(xiAjX2),   Sj = 2lxn(xiAjX2)

are real scalars. As 0 and 0 vary in R, the locus of the point

(n n n \

¿ CiyiAiy*, J2 CiyzA2y¡, ]T czy%A3y* J
¿=1 i=l ¿=1 /

in R3 is an ellipsoid, which we shall denote by EtXli...,Xn) and is degenerate (hence

convex) if ci = c2 or

(P\   q-t   si\

det   p2    92    s2    = 0.

VP3      93      S3/

It is clear that £,(Ili...,Xn) C Wc(Ai,A2,A3) for any (x\,.. -,xn) E A„. Since C1+C2 =

61 +62, |ci -c2| > l&i -62| and c¿ = 6¿ for all z > 3, (ri,r2,r3) E conv £(eii...ieri)

where "conv" denotes the convex hull. If |ci — C2I = |¿>i — ¿>21 or E1^.. ,eri) degenerates,

then (ri,r2,r3) e £(ei,...,e„) C Wc(Ai,A2,A3). So we may assume that £?(ei,...,e„)

does not degenerate and (ri,?"2,73) lies in the interior of the ellipsoid ^(ei,...,e„)'

Let Wi E C™ be a unit eigenvector of Ai. Since n > 2, we can choose a unit vector

u>2 S Cn which is orthogonal to both u»i and tyiA2- Consider a continuous func-

tion /: [0,1] —»• An such that /(0) = (ei,...,en) and /(l) = (wi,..,,«in)| where

(iui,...,tun) is any extension of (^1,^2) to an orthonormal basis of Cn. Now

(fi,'t'2,T3) lies within the interior of -E/(o), and i?/(i) degenerates (hence convex)

as u>iAjW2 — 0 for j = 1,2. If (ri,r2,r3) E E , then (ri,r2,r3) is automatically

in Wc(Ai,A2,A3). If (ri,r2,r3) £ £/(i), then, by continuity, there exists a E (0,1)

such that (ri,r2,r3) E Efla). Thus (ritr2,r3) E Wc(Ai,A2,A3).        D

By taking c = (1,0,..., 0) in (iii) of the theorem, we get the counterpart of a

result of Finsler [6] (for another proof of Finsler's result see Calabi [5]).
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Corollary. If Ai, A2, A3 E V.n, where n> 2, are such that Y?J=i(xAjX*)2 ¥" 0

for all nonzero x E Cn, then there exist ai, a2, a3 G R such that J2j=i &jAj is

positive definite.

Remark. Statements (i) and (iv) of the theorem are generalizations of results

of Westwick [13] and Goldberg-Straus [8], respectively, for n > 2.
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